
Name The Horned Toad Prince

  Comprehension 73

Author’s Purpose
� r� 5IF�author’s purpose�JT�UIF�SFBTPO�PS�SFBTPOT�GPS�XSJUJOH��"O�BVUIPS�NBZ�XSJUF�UP�

QFSTVBEF�UP�JOGPSN�UP�FOUFSUBJO�PS�UP�FYQSFTT�JEFBT�BOE�GFFMJOHT�

� r� 5IF�LJOET�PG�JEFBT�JO�UIF�UFYU�BOE�UIF�XBZ�UIF�BVUIPS�PSHBOJ[FT�BOE�TUBUFT�UIFTF�JEFBT�
DBO�IFMQ�ZPV�EFUFSNJOF�UIF�QVSQPTF�

Directions Read the following passage. Then complete the diagram below.

When I smelled chili cooking in the 
kitchen, I knew I was in trouble. 

This wasn’t just ordinary chili. This was 
“fibber’s chili,” which was invented by  
my great-aunt. She fed this chili to anyone 
she thought had told a fib or a lie. “One 
bite,” she used to say, “and they can’t help 
but tell you the whole truth.”

I knew my mom was making it for me 

now. Why? Yesterday I kicked a soccer 
ball into a window, and it broke. Of 
course, then I told my mother that the 
window smashed when a bird flew into 
it. I suppose now I could tell her that I’m 
too sick to eat. But then she’d serve me 
fibber’s chili a second time! I’ve got to get 
up my courage and tell the truth.

Home Activity� :PVS�DIJME�JEFOUJGJFE�UIF�BVUIPS�T�QVSQPTF�JO�B�UFYU��)BWF�ZPVS�DIJME�DIPPTF�TPNFUIJOH�UP�
XSJUF�JO�B�MFUUFS�UP�B�GSJFOE�PS�SFMBUJWF��8IBU�XPVME�ZPVS�DIJME�T�QVSQPTF�CF�HJWFO�UIF�TVCKFDU�NBUUFS�BOE�IPX�
DPVME�JOGPSNBUJPO�CF�QSFTFOUFE�UP�TFSWF�UIBU�QVSQPTF �5IFO�IBWF�ZPVS�DIJME�XSJUF�UIF�MFUUFS�

Author’s Purpose

5.

Content of Text

3.

4.

Examples of Ideas

1. A special chili

2. The narrator has not told the  
 truth about 
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      makes 
people tell the truth.

         a broken 
window.

comic details 

The author’s purpose is 
to entertain. 

Possible answers given for 1–4.

narrator’s worried feelings 
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DEVELOP THE CONCEPT

Compound Sentences

!�COMPOUND�SENTENCE�IS�MADE�UP�OF�TWO�SIMPLE�SENTENCES�JOINED�BY�A�COMMA�
AND�A�CONNECTING�WORD�SUCH�AS�AND��BUT��OR�OR�

� 3IMPLE�3ENTENCES� � &AIRY�TALES�ARE�VERY�OLD���
� � � � � #HILDREN�STILL�ENJOY�THEM�

� #OMPOUND�3ENTENCE� &AIRY�TALES�ARE�VERY�OLD��BUT�CHILDREN�STILL�ENJOY�THEM�

4HE�TWO�SENTENCES�IN�A�COMPOUND�SENTENCE�MUST�HAVE�IDEAS�THAT�MAKE�SENSE�TOGETHER�

$IRECTIONS��7RITE�3�AFTER�EACH�SIMPLE�SENTENCE�AND�#�AFTER�EACH�COMPOUND�SENTENCE��
$O�NOT�CONFUSE�A�COMPOUND�SUBJECT�OR�PREDICATE�WITH�A�COMPOUND�SENTENCE�

���� &AIRY�TALES�AND�OTHER�OLD�STORIES�ARE�SOMETIMES�VERY�SCARY��� � �

���� 7ITCHES��GIANTS��OR�TROLLS�CAN�GIVE�LITTLE�CHILDREN�NIGHTMARES��� �

���� &AIRY�TALE�HEROES�ARE�OFTEN�IN�DANGER��BUT�THEY�USUALLY�WIN�IN�THE�END���

���� /FTEN�A�POOR�GIRL�MARRIES�A�PRINCE��OR�A�POOR�BOY�MARRIES�A�PRINCESS���

���� 4HE�DRAGON�IS�KILLED��AND�EVERYBODY�LIVES�HAPPILY�EVER�AFTER��� �

$IRECTIONS��*OIN�EACH�PAIR�OF�SIMPLE�SENTENCES�TO�MAKE�A�COMPOUND�SENTENCE��5SE�THE�
WORD�AND��BUT��OR�OR��$O�NOT�FORGET�TO�ADD�A�COMMA�

���� 4HE�HERO�WAS�SMALL�AND�YOUNG��(E�WAS�VERY�BRAVE�

���� 3HE�FELL�IN�LOVE�WITH�THE�PRINCE��(E�FELL�IN�LOVE�WITH�HER�

���� 9OU�CAN�FIGHT�THE�DRAGON��9OU�CAN�RUN�AWAY�

���� (E�SAW�THE�WOMAN�IN�THE�TOWER��(E�WANTED�TO�SAVE�HER�

�����4HE�WOLF�KNOCKED�ON�THE�PIGS��DOOR��4HEY�WOULDN�T�LET�HIM�IN�
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76 Conventions Compound Sentences   

Home Activity Your child learned about compound sentences. Encourage him or her to show you how the 
words and, but, and or can link simple sentences to form compound sentences.

 The hero was  
small and young, but [or and] he was very brave.
 She fell in love  
with the prince, and he fell in love with her.

You can fight the dragon, or you can run away.
 He saw the  
woman in the tower, and he wanted to save her.
 The wolf knocked 
on the pigs’ door, but they wouldn’t let him in.
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Name The Horned Toad Prince

  Vocabulary 79

Vocabulary�t�Synonyms and Antonyms
� r� 4PNFUJNFT�XIFO�ZPV�BSF�SFBEJOH�ZPV�TFF�B�XPSE�ZPV�EPO�U�LOPX��5P�IFMQ�ZPV�UIF�

BVUIPS�NBZ�HJWF�ZPV�B�synonym or an antonym�BT�B�DPOUFYU�DMVF�GPS�UIF�XPSE��

� r� 4ZOPOZNT�BSF�XPSET�XJUI�UIF�TBNF�PS�TJNJMBS�NFBOJOHT�TVDI�BT�large and big. A 
TZOPOZN�JT�PGUFO�TFU�PGG�CZ�DPNNBT�BOE�QSFDFEFE�CZ�UIF�XPSE�or or like.

� r� "OUPOZNT�BSF�XPSET�XJUI�PQQPTJUF�NFBOJOHT�TVDI�BT�happy and sad.�"O�BOUPOZN�JT�
PGUFO�QSFDFEFE�CZ�UIF�XPSET�instead of or rather than.

Directions Read the following passage. Then answer the questions below.

Once upon a time, there lived an 
old man. One day, the man took a 

walk and came upon two boys fighting, 
a big boy and a little boy. The little boy 
shrieked, or screeched, that the big boy 
had not carried off his half of a bargain. 

“The deal,” he screamed, “was that 
we would both dig for the treasure—not 
just me!” The little boy was obviously 
offended, or insulted, to be doing all the 
work. “I’m not asking for favors. I just 

want you to do your share of the digging,” 
he said.

The boys stopped fighting when they 
saw the old man standing before them. The  
old man reached in his pocket and took out 
the largest ruby the boys had ever seen.

“You should be friends instead of 
enemies,” said the man. “If you agree 
never to fight again, I will show you a 
treasure that is a million times greater than 
the one you are digging for.”

 1. What synonym for shrieked does the author use? How do you know?

 

 2. Where in the passage is the antonym for friends? How do you know?

 

 3. In the passage, what is the synonym for offended? 

 

 4. Which two antonyms describe the boys?
 

Home Activity� :PVS�DIJME�JEFOUJGJFE�TZOPOZNT�	XPSET�UIBU�NFBO�UIF�TBNF�UIJOH
�BOE�BOUPOZNT�	XPSET�UIBU�
BSF�PQQPTJUF�JO�NFBOJOH
�UIBU�BQQFBS�XJUIJO�UIF�DPOUFYU�PG�B�QBTTBHF��1MBZ�B�OBNJOH�HBNF�XJUI�ZPVS�DIJME�
CZ�UBLJOH�UVSOT�TBZJOH�XPSET�UIBU�IBWF�UIF�TBNF�PS�UIF�PQQPTJUF�NFBOJOH�PG�UIF�HJWFO�XPSE�

screeched; in the sentence, screeched is set off by commas and the word or.

The old man says, “You should be friends instead of enemies.” His use of 
instead of shows that the words are opposites. 

The synonym for offended is insulted, set off by commas and the word or.

The antonyms are big and little, as in the phrase, “a big boy and a little boy.”
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  Conventions Compound Sentences 83

Home Activity Your child prepared for taking tests on compound sentences. Say but, and, or or and have 
your child say a compound sentence using each word as a link.

Compound Sentences
Directions Read the passage. Then read each question. Circle the letter of the  
correct answer.

The Hat in the Well
(1) Reba Jo lives on the prairie, and she loved roping. (2) Once her hat blew 

off and falls into a well. (3) Reba Jo was scared, but she wants her hat. (4) The 
toad made an offer that Reba Jo accepted. (5) The toad got her hat, and she had to 
kiss him.

 1 What change, if any, should be made in 
sentence 1? 

 A Change the comma to a period.

 B Change lives on the prairie to loves 
the prairie and roping. 

 C Change lives to lived.
 D Make no change.

 2 What change, if any, should be made in 
sentence 2? 

 A Change blew to is blown.
 B Change falls to fell. 
 C Change falls into a well to blew into a 

well.
 D Make no change.

 3 What change, if any, should be made in 
sentence 3? 

 A Change wants to wanted.
 B Change wants to wanting.
 C Change but to and.
 D Make no change.

 4 What change, if any, should be made in 
sentence 4?

 A Change made to gave.
 B Change that to and.
 C Change the period to a question mark.

 D Make no change. 

 5 What change, if any, should be made in 
sentence 5? 

 A Change and to but.
 B Change got her hat to gets her hat.
 C Change got her hat to got her hat and 

kissed her.
 D Make no change.

The Horned Toad Prince
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The Horned Toad Prince

Author’s Purpose

� r� 5IF�author’s purpose is the reason or reasons for writing. An author may write to 
QFSTVBEF�UP�JOGPSN�UP�FOUFSUBJO�PS�UP�FYQSFTT�JEFBT�BOE�GFFMJOHT��5IF�LJOET�PG�JEFBT�
in the text, and the way the author organizes and states these ideas, can help you 
determine the purpose.

Directions Read the following passage. Then answer the questions below.

Riding in a hot-air balloon during the 
Albuquerque International Balloon 

Fiesta is inspiring. It is the chance of 
a lifetime. You would not believe the 
number of balloons that soar through the 
air at the same time. Each one’s vibrant, 
colored patterns are unique. Peering over 

the edge of the balloon’s basket, you can 
see tiny cars and buildings below. Even 
the mountains in the distance look small 
from this height. A rush of excitement fills 
your heart as the balloon soars higher into 
the clear, blue sky. All your worries and 
troubles are miles away.

 1. Give an example of an idea expressed in this passage.

 2. How does the author organize ideas in the passage?

 3. What do you think the author’s purpose is?

 4. Do you think the author succeeds in meeting this purpose? Why or why not?

 5. Change the structure of this passage by creating a problem, rising action, a climax, 
and an outcome. What would be different about the passage with these additions? 

Home Activity Your child answered questions to identify the author’s purpose in a passage, and he or she 
created elements of a story structure. Read a favorite short story together. As you discuss the story, identify 
the problem, rising action, climax, and outcome.

The author describes the unique balloons flying in the air.

The author praises the balloon fiesta, describes various balloons, 
and finally describes the experience of ballooning.

The author’s purpose is to express ideas and feelings.

The author meets his or her purpose, because as I read I felt the 
excitement of seeing and riding in a hot-air balloon.

Possible answers given for 1, 2, 4.

Students’ answers should include that these changes would 
give the passage more suspense and tension.
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Name The Horned Toad Prince

Character, Setting, and Plot
Directions Read the following passage. Then answer the questions below.

Maria’s mom and dad worked long 
hours every day. After school, Maria 

would stay at home to look after her little 
brother. She would read to him and then 
do her homework. Later, her parents came 
home and made supper—tortillas with 
cheese, eggs, and green peppers. One day, 

Maria wanted to help by making supper 
for them. She only knew how to make one 
thing—a pie. So Maria put the tortillas, 
cheese, eggs, and green peppers into the 
pie dish and baked it. Tonight the family’s 
supper would be Tortilla Pie!

 1. Who is the main character in the story, and who are the other characters?

 2. Where do the children go after school?

 3. What must Maria do every day after school?

 4. How did Maria decide to help her parents? 

 5. How do you think the parents will feel when they get home? 

Home Activity Your child answered questions about character, plot, and setting in a story. Working 
together, make up a story and decide on its main characters, plot, and setting.

%7%t�� Comprehension 

Maria is the main character, and her brother, mother, and father 
are the other characters.

After school, Maria and her brother go home.

Maria must do her homework and look after her little brother.

Maria decided to make supper for her family.

Possible answer: They will probably be happy because supper is 
already made, and their daughter is thoughtful.
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Name The Horned Toad Prince

Home Activity Your child learned how to use compound sentences in writing. Have your child write a 
compound sentence about something he or she did today.

Compound Sentences
Directions Complete each sentence by adding and, but, or or and one of the groups of 
words from the box. 

 she sent them all away. she would not marry anyone.

 her father gave her half his kingdom. her father would lock her up in a tower.

 she fell in love with him.

 1. The princess had many suitors,  

 2. She must marry,  

 3. Many men came to see the princess,  

 4. Finally, a young farmer made her laugh,  

 5. The princess got married,  

Directions Make a compound sentence by adding your own words to each item.

 6. I enjoy fairy tales, but  

 7. We can finish this story today, or  

 8. The hero killed the monster, and  

 9. The old witch flew away, and  

 10. The princess was locked up in a tower, but  

but she sent them all away.

but she would not marry anyone.

and she fell in love with him.

or her father would lock her up in a tower.

and her father gave her half  
his kingdom.

my brother likes mysteries.
we can read it for homework.
everyone was happy.

the sun came out again.
the prince rescued her.

Possible answers: 
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%7%t�� Long e

Long e 

Word Patterns Fill in the missing letters to write a list word.

 1.  ___ ___ L ___ ___ I E
 2.  ___ O ___ I E
 3.  ___ ___ ___ L I E
 4.  ___ ___ C ___ E Y
 5.  M ___ ___ E Y
 6.  ___ A ___ ___ E Y
 7.  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ L Y
 8.  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ R Y
 9.  ___ ___ S ___ Y
 10.  ___ M ___ ___ Y

Crossword Puzzle Use the clues below to solve the puzzle.

 11. large town
 14. high porch
 17. flat land
 18. sweet liquid

Down
 12. cable car
 13. firm
 15. small street
 16. panel

Spelling Words

prairie  
finally  
rookie
balcony

calorie
movie
hockey
steady 

honey
country
collie  
alley 

valley
empty  
breezy 
trolley

money 
city
jury  
misty  

=dbZ�6Xi^k^in� Ndjg�X]^aY�]Vh�aZVgcZY�id�gZVY!�lg^iZ!�VcY�heZaa�ldgYh�i]Vi�ZcY�l^i]�i]Z�adc\�Z�hdjcY#�
6h`�ndjg�X]^aY�id�fj^o�ndjg�heZaa^c\�d[�i]ZhZ�ldgYh#�BV`Z�V�b^hiV`Z�l^i]�ZVX]�ldgY�VcY�]VkZ�ndjg�X]^aY�
XdggZXi�^i#

�8� 6� � D� G
�B� � K
�8� D� A
�=� D� � @
� � D� C
�K� � A� A
� ;� >� C� 6� A�
�8� D� J� C� I
�B� >� � I
� :� � E� I

� � � � � � � � � � X� ^� i� n
� � � � � � � � � � � � g
� � � � � h� � � �W� V� a� X� d� c� n
� � � � � i� � _� � a� � � a� �
� � � � � Z� � j� � a� � � a� �
� � � e� g� V� ^� g� ^� Z� � � Z
� � � � � Y� � n� � n� � � n
� ]� d� c� Z� n� � � � � � �
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